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The emerging ability to forecast regional climate based on the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon (Mason et al., 1999; Goddard et al., 2001) creates an
exciting opportunity to learn how important and prevalent climate-sensitive systems such
as agriculture may respond. Nevertheless, several empirical studies have identified
theoretical and practical obstacles to the use of climate information and forecasts
(Pulwarty and Redmond, 1997; Mjelde, 1998; Finan, 1998; Stern and Easterling, 1999;
Roncoli et al., 2001; Broad and Agrawala, 2000; Broad et al., 2002; Lemos et al, 2002;
Patt and Gwata, 2002). The obstacles are diverse, ranging from limitations inherent to the
climate system’s complexities (forecasts have coarse spatial and temporal resolution, not
all relevant variables can be predicted, the skill of forecasts is not well characterized or
understood, contradictory predictions may coexist), to procedural, institutional, and
cognitive difficulties in receiving or understanding the information, or in the ability and
willingness of decision-makers to modify their actions. For these reasons, we submit that
benefits will not be derived automatically from the mere availability of seasonal climate
forecasts. A deliberate effort is required to design and implement effective ways of using
climate information in service of society.
This background paper aims to distill some lessons learned and insights gained during a
multi-year series of projects sponsored by NOAA-OGP and the US National Science
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Foundation to understand the use of climate information at seasonal to interannual scales
to enhance decision-making in agricultural production systems in the Pampas of
Argentina, one of the major agricultural areas in the world (Hall et al., 1992). As the main
goal of this document is to promote discussion, we have not structured it as a
recapitulation of our projects’ tasks and results. Instead, we follow a helpful template by
Sarewitz et al. (2003), submitting five general assertions on the use of seasonal climate
information and forecasts to stimulate the exchange of ideas. We do, however, illustrate
and support each assertion with examples from our work.
Assertion 1. The existence of predictable climate variability and impacts is
necessary but not sufficient to achieve effective use of seasonal forecasts.
If there is no predictable interannual climate signal and associated impacts on crop yields
or economic returns for a given region, it is unlikely that agricultural stakeholders would
benefit from climate forecasts. Establishing the existence of such predictable signals is a
necessary first step. In the Argentine Pampas we confirmed an ENSO signal on
precipitation (most apparent during October-November) and yields of summer crops
(maize, soybeans, sorghum). Nevertheless, in addition to the predictability requirement,
other conditions must be met before seasonal climate forecasts can result in improved
outcomes (Lamb, 1981; Sonka, 1987; Everingham et al., 2002; Hansen, 2002; Meinke
and Stone, in press).
First, climate information has to be relevant to and compatible with production decisions
in the target system. In part, this depends on the existence of entry points for climate
information and forecasts into the decision-making process (Jones et al., 1999). To
explore this issue, we built a “decision map” of a maize production system in the Pampas
and refined it during workshops with stakeholders. The map listed the main climaterelated decisions involved in maize production, their timing (some decisions were
revisited several times), and the climatic factors affecting each decision.
Second, alternative options must exist for a decision. Examples of alternative actions
include land allocation among various farm enterprises (Messina et al., 1999) or the
specific management of a crop (Meinke and Stone, 1997; Jones et al., 2000). The
alternative actions should show an interaction with climate: that is, produce different
outcomes under different climate conditions. Our decision map also included a real-world
range of options for each decision, appropriate for the different climatic scenarios
considered (e.g., a rainier than usual spring). Argentine agriculture has undergone
substantial changes such as increased use of fertilizers and agrochemicals, genetically
modified varieties (especially for soybeans), and no-tillage planting (Satorre, 2001).
Intensive use of modern production technology gives farmers a broad spectrum of options
to tailor management to an expected climate scenario. Of course, the existence of viable
options needs to be explored for other production systems (e.g., smallholder or
subsistence agriculture).
Third, decision-makers should be able to evaluate the outcomes of alternative actions.
Crop models and simulation approaches provide a way to explore the consequences of a
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broad range of decisions (Hammer, 2000; Meinke et al., 2001). We completed a risk
assessment effort that quantified the distribution of outcomes (yields and economic
returns) for current maize production systems in the presence of ENSO-related climate
variability (Ferreyra et al. 2001). That is, no management response to forecasts was
considered. In contrast, a risk management study (Letson et al., submitted) explored
viable changes in agricultural management under various predicted climate scenarios.
Optimized outcomes with and without climate information were used to derive frequency
distributions of the value of climate information that reflected variability both in climate
conditions within a predicted ENSO phase and in commodity prices, two major sources
of risk to production and income.
Fourth, the forecasts must have useful (or at least, well-characterized) performance and
appropriate lead time and geographical and temporal resolutions. Unfortunately, the
limited “track record” of seasonal forecasts may have discouraged farmers in the Pampas
from use. There have been various characterizations of the skill of seasonal forecasts,
both experimental and operational (Barnston et al., 1999; Wilks, 2000; Wilks and
Godfrey, 2002; Berri et al., submitted). Unfortunately, these assessments often reflected
the perspectives of climate researchers and forecasters, not users (Hartmann et al., 2002).
Forecast performance must be measured and communicated in ways that are meaningful
to potential users.
Finally, decision makers must be willing and able to modify their actions in response to
climate information. This depends not only on the individual decision-maker’s
willingness to adopt climate-adaptive management in an already complicated decision
environment, but also on the economic, institutional, and cultural context in which
farmers make decisions (Eakin, 2000).
Assertion 2. There is a need to develop procedures to convert raw climate
information and forecasts into likely outcomes of alternative decisions in
climate-sensitive sectors of society.
Climate forecasts must fit the decision processes in climate-sensitive sectors of society.
Information on the likely outcomes of alternative decisions in agricultural systems is
more relevant than a seasonal forecast on its own (Hammer et al. 2001). For example, a
farmer probably is more interested in receiving likely distributions of crop yields or
economic profits, rather than a precipitation forecast. Outcomes in agriculture can be
estimated through process models (crop growth models) that frequently require daily
weather as input. Analog historical data can be used, but records are probably short.
Process models could be driven with output from high-resolution climate models.
Unfortunately, these models still do not produce daily values with a realistic structure,
whereas crop growth is very sensitive to the arrangement of daily weather.
There is a need to develop procedures to translate seasonal or monthly climate forecasts
into multiple equally-likely, realistic daily weather sequences consistent with the
historical record and forecasted conditions. We are developing approaches that combine
(a) resampling of historical data or, possibly, model ensembles (to generate
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monthly/quarterly distributions of climate variables consistent with seasonal forecasts)
and (b) stochastic weather generators (to produce multiple ensembles of synthetic daily
weather series with statistical characteristics similar to those of historical data). The
synthetic daily weather sequences can drive crop simulations or other process models.
We implemented a weather generator with parameters estimated separately for warm
(Niño) and cold (Niña) ENSO events and neutral years that successfully captured
differences between phases in the number and persistence of wet days, and in daily
rainfall amounts (Grondona et al., 2000). Nonparametric weather generators provide an
attractive alternative to traditional parametric approaches. We are currently
experimenting with a nonparametric generator based on the K-nearest neighbors
approach (Rajagopalan & Lall, 1999; Yates et al., 2003). This approach allows flexible
generation of synthetic weather ensembles that can be conditioned on ENSO phase,
tercile-based forecasts, or the full probability distribution forecasted for a climate
variable. The tools described also can be applied to the investigation of lower-frequency
climate variability. For example, the nearest-neighbor weather generator can be used to
replicate an observed trend (e.g., a multi-decadal enhancement of precipitation in the
Argentine Pampas that caused significant changes in land use), or a hypothetical
trajectory of climate (e.g., resulting from CO2 increase).
Assertion 3. Efforts to foster effective use of climate information and
forecasts must be grounded in a firm understanding of the goals, objectives,
and constraints of decision-makers in the target system.
The goals and objectives of farmers’ decisions (i.e., their objective functions, in decision
theoretical terms) influence how climate information (both historical data and forecasts)
is used. In turn, this has implications for how climate information should be presented
and communicated, i.e., the design of climate forecasts and tutorials on climate
information use. Decisions on the current contents and formats of climate forecasts make
implicit assumptions about what farmers are trying to achieve and how such information
will be used. It would be useful to make these assumptions explicit and put them to test.
Different types of non-normative decision goals can be pursued by farmers. For example,
our work with farmers in the Pampas indicates that minimization of decision regret is a
goal frequently observed, even if it results in lower material profitability. Farmers are
particularly reluctant to act on probabilistic forecasts of climate conditions that may not
materialize. The anticipation of looking “foolish” (in their own eyes or those of others),
or of being questioned about their decisions (by a spouse, neighbor, or technical advisor)
makes many farmers reluctant to act on forecasts, even if the expected value of such
action can be shown to be positive. Another example of a non-normative decision
objective is aiming for satisfactory target levels of returns, rather than profit
maximization, reflecting the desire for cognitive simplification of decision tasks.
Deviations from normative decision goals have important implications for the ways in
which climate information ought to be communicated. The probabilistic nature of climate
forecasts needs emphasis and explanation for all users, as probabilistic thinking is a
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relatively recent evolutionary accomplishment (Hacking, 1975) and not something that
comes naturally to even highly trained professionals (Eddy, 1982). Nevertheless, the
expectation of a deterministic forecast that will turn out to be either “correct” or “false” is
especially damaging in situations where the decision maker will experience postdecisional regret after believing that s/he acted on a “false” forecast. Better understanding
of the outcome variables that matter to farmers also will provide guidelines on whether
and how best to “translate” climate forecasts. If, for example, crop yields or the costs of
production input get particular attention, it makes sense to “translate” a climate forecast
into the agronomic yield, income, and/or cost implications that it holds (see Assertion 2).
Decision makers in numerous domains have been shown to have poor insight into their
own decision processes and goals and objectives. This offers opportunities for
interventions to help farmers to enhance their decisions. When made aware of the
objective function and goals implicit in their past decisions, decision-makers tend to react
in one of two ways. Some are surprised by identified objectives and the associated cues
or information they are using in their decisions. Further, once aware of these objectives
and cues, these decision makers may wish they were not using them: examples may
include the unconscious gender discrimination in hiring decisions, or possibly crop yield
maximization rather than profit maximization in farm production decisions. Other
decision-makers may concur with identified goals, objectives, and their associated
information cues once made apparent to them, but refuse to give up on them (e.g., the
anticipation of post-decision regret), even if they violate normative models. Identification
of accepted objective functions and decision goals would guide future model of decisionmaking and use of climate information. Rejected goals and objectives will help design
decision aids and decision tutorials that will allow farmers to change their habitual
decision processes.
Assertion 4. Existing stakeholders’ networks and organizations may provide
effective ways to disseminate and assess climate information and forecasts.
At the root of most barriers or impediments to the use of seasonal climate predictions lies
a fundamental misfit between the predictive capabilities and communication abilities of
producers of climate information, and the expectations, needs and beliefs of potential
users of predictions. To overcome this misfit, the informational message must be matched
to the characteristics and situation of the target group (Stern and Easterling, 1999).
Orlove and Tosteson (1999) stress that climate forecasts must be well matched to the
problem frame, decision-making processes, and capacity for adaptive response of the
users. However, the fit between forecasts and needs develops from the interaction over
time of forecast producers and users, in which users learn to expand their options in
response to newly available information, and forecasters adapt their products to the
evolving capacity of users (Patt, 2000).
Interactions between producers and users of climate information and forecasts have been
a part (often small) of various pilot projects on climate variability in southeastern South
America (see, for example, Meinke et al., 2001; Podestá et al., 2002). However, these
interactions are difficult to sustain beyond the lifetime of pilot projects in the absence of
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specific structures or organizations to support such interactions. Building institutions and
linkages that currently do not exist is financially and politically costly, with benefits to be
reaped sometime in the future. One solution, at least partial, is to build on, and enhance
the capacities of existing institutions and networks (Cash, 2000).
Enhancing both the “climate literacy” and the ability of decision-makers to use climate
information can be accomplished effectively through existing organizations that perform
information translation and brokerage functions, or “boundary organizations” (Moser,
1999; Guston et al., 2000). Relevant examples of boundary organizations in the
agricultural sector include governmental extension systems, or farmers’ and trade
associations. Boundary organizations offer multiple advantages for the dissemination and
assessment of climate information and forecasts. They can connect information providers
and users, and serve as mediators in situations where there is little trust and credibility
(Moser, 1999; Guston et al., 2000; Agrawala et al., 2001). Most importantly, boundary
organizations provide a useful alternative to the linear “pipeline” model of transfer and
use of scientific knowledge that has been fairly prevalent among many forecast producers
(who frequently use the analogy of putting climate products “on the loading dock” for
users to pick up and use at their own risk). Boundary organizations, in contrast, facilitate
the multi-directional flow of information (i.e., needs, output format, results, etc.) between
science and decision-makers (Cash and Moser, 2000). Unfortunately, in most cases,
boundary organizations lack the expertise and resources to take on the additional task of
disseminating climate information, and their capabilities need to be enhanced.
Assertion 5. Research, teaching, and outreach on the environmental and
societal implications of climate variability and change require a broad
spectrum of talents and participants. Yet, our understanding of factors
leading to the development and sustained operation of successful
interdisciplinary research and outreach teams still is quite limited.
It is generally accepted among researchers and science policy makers that the assessment
of complex environmental issues, including climate variability and change, will require
communities of investigators able to work in diverse teams and across disciplinary
boundaries. A good example is the list of authors in this paper: it includes agronomists,
anthropologists, climatologists, economists, engineers, psychologists and sociologists.
However, systematic analyses of the challenges of multidisciplinary collaboration and
stakeholder involvement in integrated science projects still are needed. Few formal
studies have been conducted to explore the paradigms, incentives, and institutions that
may nurture the development and sustained functioning of interdisciplinary research
groups. These groups should involve diverse specialists willing to learn enough about a
range of relevant disciplinary methods to combine such knowledge into an original
synthesis that helps to raise understanding of system phenomena or to solve a real
problem (Schneider, 1995).
Our previous work in the Pampas yielded many interesting (sometimes hard!) lessons
about how to achieve interdisciplinary cooperation and about the optimal level of creative
tension resulting from disciplinary heterogeneity (while avoiding its frustrations). Yet, we
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believe we still need to understand many issues regarding effective interdisciplinary
research. Some topics that need to be addressed include how to handle differences in
disciplinary language, reliance on qualitative vs. quantitative methods, and understanding
of common goals. Other issues seem minor, but affect the motivation of participants, such
as conflicting incentives (e.g., academic publication vs. development of stakeholderoriented materials), academic or grant evaluations by mostly disciplinary peer groups, or
the existence and reputation of publishing venues for integrated science. Finally, we need
to understand better how to conduct outreach and communication of interdisciplinary
scientific knowledge to take maximum advantage of the participation of diverse
stakeholder groups and institutions (government agencies, NGOs, etc.).
Many important topics remained to be addressed in this necessarily brief review, such as
the need for a properly conducted assessment of uncertainty as it propagates throughout
various linked models, and the possible effect on final results or policy implications.
Nevertheless, we hope the topics that were addressed will generate interesting discussions
and fruitful exchanges of ideas.
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